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Recursive Tree Traversal Algorithms 

 

1) Inorder Traversal  

 

Recursive steps  : 

1. Do inorder  traversing in left subtree  

2. Visit the root node  

3 .Do inorder  traversing  in right subtree 
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 Algorithm  inorder (treepointer ptr) 

1. if (ptr == NULL ) 

   1.1 Print(“ Tree not generated” ) and exit 

     2. else  

2.1 inorder ( ptr -> leftchild) 

2.2 visit ( ptr) 

2.3 inorder(ptr -> rightchild) 

     3. Exit 

Preorder Traversal:- 

Recursive Steps 

1. Visit the root node  

2. Do preorder traversing of left subtree. 

3. Do preorder traversing of right  subtree. 

 

Algorithm  preorder (treepointer ptr) 

2. if (ptr == NULL ) 

   1.1 Print(“ Tree not generated” ) and exit 

     2. else  

2.1 visit ( ptr) 

2.2 preorder ( ptr -> leftchild) 
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2.3 preorder(ptr -> rightchild) 

     3. Exit 

Postorder traversal:- 

Recursive Steps : 

1. Do postorder traversing in left subtree. 

2. Do preorder traversing in right sub tree 

3. Visit the root node. 

Algorithm  postorder (treepointer ptr) 

3. if (ptr == NULL ) 

   1.1 Print (“ Tree not generated” ) and exit 

     2. else  

2.1 postorder ( ptr -> leftchild) 

2.2 postorder(ptr -> rightchild) 

2.3 visit ( ptr) 

     3. Exit 

 

Non Recursive Traversing Algorithms:- For tree traversals  stack is 

used. In stack push and pop operations are performed. 

Preorder Traversing  

1. Start from root and push onto stack. 
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2. Pop from stack , process it and print the node. 

3. Push right child onto stack. 

4. Push left child onto stack. 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until stack is empty. 

Algorithm preorder (info ,left , right ,root) 

// T is a binary tree. The algorithm does a preorder traversing   // of T , 

applying  an operation process  to each of its nodes .   // An array 

stack is used. Top is top of stack.  

1. Set top =1,  stack [1]=NULL, ptr  =root 

2. Repeat steps 3 to 5  while ptr != NULL  

3. Apply process to info[ptr] 

4. if right [ptr] != NULL then 

      4.1 set Top =Top+1              

     4.2  stack[Top]:=Right [ptr] 

5.If left [ptr] !=NULL then 

        5.1 set ptr = left [ptr] 

6. else  

        6.1 set ptr = stack [Top] 

         6.2 Top =Top-1 

7. Exit 
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Similarly write algorithms for inorder and postorder traversals. 

 

Construction of binary tree if tree traversals are given:-  

(a) if  inorder and postorder traversals are given:-  

      (i) Find root node from postorder, it is at the end . 

      (ii) From inorder find left and right subtrees.  

      (iii)Then again find the root of left subtree from postorder. 

       (iv) Then find the left and right subtrees of left root.          

       (v) Repeat steps (iii) and (iv)  till all the nodes of left             

              Subtrees are processed. 

        (vi) Repeat the same process for right subtree. 

Eg .   Construct a binary tree whose inorder and postorder             

          traversals are given  as follows :-  

                   Inorder:      D B A E C  G F H 

                  Postorder:   D B E G H F C A  

Sol.  

         As A is at last in postorder , so it is root.  

     Now in inorder A partitions DB and ECGFH so DB is left subtree 

and ECGFH is right subtree. 
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 Again for left subtree B is root and D is left child , no right 

child 

  In right subtree ECGFH , C is root and E is left subtree and GFH is  

right subtree. 

E has no left subtree and also no right subtree. 

For GFH, F is root , G is left subtree and H is right subtree. 

All the nodes are processed now construct the tree. 

  

                    

 

 

 

 

(b) if  inorder and preorder traversals are given: 

    Similar to (a) except now root in pre order is in front(start) 

    Inorder: -  D B A E C  G F H 

    Preorder:- A B D C E F G H  

Sol. Here from preorder root is A. 

       Now from inorder left and right subtrees are DB and ECGFH 

resp. Binary Tree is constructed as follows:-  

 A 

D 

B 

E F 

C 

H G 
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